
 
 
 

   Fully Dry Wood Options and Info    
 
          Order packaged wood well in advance of the fall, to avoid lengthy delivery delays, 
                                                  Fireside Stove does not sell wood. 
 
                     Packaged wood ‘Brick’ fuel is delivered on a 4’ square covered pallet.  
                It costs the same or less than cord wood, and fully seasoned, unlike cord wood.  
                Virtually all commercial ‘seasoned’ cord wood needs another year to fully dry. 
 
 

List of great cord wood alternatives (packaged oak wood, that is dry, unlike cordwood) 
 
 

 - ‘Pellets Direct’   73 Ironstone Rd,  Uxbridge, MA 01569  RI/Mass border. 

              508-779-0481, but requires online ordering at pelletsdirect.com  
                                          (40 mile delivery limit in the fall, 55 miles otherwise) 
    Can save about 10% on wood blocks, vs other places,  
    Don’t delay getting your order in, as seasonal demand causes lengthy back orders.  
    Always order plenty in May or June, and also have more selection and better pricing.  
 

       Two Pellets Direct wood block products to choose from: 
   

       1-  ‘Envi 8' brand, 2100 lbs. of wood blocks.  
       Need 2-3 for a full fall/winter/spring season:  $339 to $349 for a 2100 lb pallet. 
       Each block is approx. 2.5 x 3.5 x 7.5" long. (100 packs of 6) 
       Find by web searching for: ‘shop.pelletsdirect.com/Envi-8s’ 
   

       2- ‘Sunfire’ brand, 1900 lbs. of wood.  
       Need 2-3.5 for a full fall/winter/spring season:  $309 to $319 for a 1900 lb pallet. 
       Each block is approx.. 2.5"x 3.5"x 8" (90 packs of 6) 
       Find by web searching for: ‘shop.pelletsdirect.com/Sunfire’ 
 
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
     

  - Hattoy’s  in Coventry RI 401 821-5549.     https://www.hattoys.com 
 

      Ask for ‘Envi Blocks’ or equivalent. If told ‘sold out’, get on waiting list. 
      

     $345/2000 lb pallet, $95 delivery fee for one or more pallets. 
     Delivers southernmost RI, unlike Pellets Direct. 

 
   ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 -  Local options for packaged wood blocks: (may not offer/deliver bulk pallets) 
 
              Tractor Supply,   NHD Hardware,   Home Depot,   Agway    
 

   ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------    
   ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------    
 
  Cord Wood:  (almost never seasoned enough for modern stoves smoke ignition) 
 
 

  - Kaiser Tree, more seasoned than average. 401-294-6397 N Kingstown 
 

  - Maybe ‘Thompsons Lumber’, (401) 377-2837, located in Hopkinton RI 
 

  ______________________________________________________ 
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